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CB We will Rock You 5-6
Min

Age Group: All age groups

Group Stage: Floor

Group Size: Whole group

Props: None required

Purpose: To consider body language and the use of it in
communicating to others.

Activity: All group members to be split into 3 groups and be seated on the floor.
One person is to be the instructor/leader. Without words the instructor is to attempt to
get each group to clap one, two or three times at their request. When this is established
instructor is to randomly point at each group and get them to clap the required
amount. You will find that with the right sequence Queens “We will rock you” can be
played. See what other tunes you can produce with the group. Exaggerate your non-
verbal communication to emphasise different points (pleasure, displeasure, confusion
etc).

The Talk
Almost everything we do requires instructions and we are so used to receiving

those instructions verbally or through the written word. But what if we can’t do either?
By miming and giving body clues we can communicate with other quite well. This is
one exercise where this is necessary. Unknown to us a lot of our communication is done
through non-verbal ways and we unconsciously pick up on this when we are near
people. This exercise is very deliberate in the not using verbal instruction and
concentrating on body language. Think on our everyday communication and how big
a part body language plays in it. Can you think of some examples? A raised eyebrow,
a turn of the body, the way we stand all mean something to someone else.

Be aware of how we communicate with others, not only in what we say but how
we say it non-verbally.

Key points for facilitators to keep in mind:

 Do your risk management with the group and space.
 Check for injuries.


